CANCER REVERSAL — It Ain’t the Tumor!

You will, by now, have read a plethora of views on Angelina Jolie’s mind-boggling decision: to vanish from the Celebrity radar for three months so she could have both breasts removed, then recover and inspire her female devotees to do the same.

After all, with one in two men and one in three women getting a diagnosis today, Angelina wanted to be sure she would not contribute to the statistic. Told she had the BRCA1 gene, it appears, she naturally wanted to reassure her six children she would not follow in the footsteps of her own mother Marcheline, who had died of breast cancer at the age of 56.

That, my dear readers, is what people do when they are not given the complete picture.

That’s the kind of thing you would have expected in the reign of Henry VIII, when despots routinely punished rivals by eye-gouging; or in some societies where summary justice demanded the immediate axing of a man’s hand on a mere accusation of stealing.

Yet in a society that abounds with information and values freedom of choice in all matters, this mother of six beautiful children decides to heed the barbaric advice of profit-driven high priests. This choice is about as logical as saying “I’m going to take the wheels off my car to make sure I don’t have a car accident”.

Here’s what Angelina could have done, had she examined all her options, including outside-the-box ones.

- She could have hopped into one of her limos and had coffee down the road with actress Suzanne Somers, author of the book “Knockout”
- She could have found the German clinic President Regan had flown to when he got cancer, eschewing any and all treatments offered by the allopathic community back home
- She could have dropped in on any of the all-natural cancer clinics in the San Diego area, if only for advice on options
- She could have flown across to Arizona to see a real MD, Dr. Thomas Lodi. He would have given her some real advice on genes and cancer, in this vein—Cancer is not in your genes—it’s in your dinner plate!

OR

for a lot less,

She could have picked up the phone and booked a consultation with me. (Following which, she could have donated the funds saved to one of her favourite charities). A small group of us run an all-natural cancer program that’s enjoying a high degree of success. Angelina would have got the truth on BRCA1.

Funny, isn’t it, how you hear of women being advised to have their breasts removed to pre-empt breast cancer, but I have yet to hear of men being advised to have their prostate removed to lessen their chance of getting prostate cancer. Speaking of chance, cancer is not Russian roulette. Investigative journalist Mike Adams of Natural news.com puts it succinctly:

“Cancer is never a matter of ‘chance’ or ‘luck’. It’s a matter of cause and effect. Genes can be turned on or off by lifestyle choices and nutrition.”

Our nutritional choices tend to revolve round sugar, food with little or no energy, grains that no longer resemble their forbears, and animals which, although designed to eat grass, are forcibly fed these mutated grains. Walk into a supermarket with this in mind and you will probably come out empty-handed. When we wonder why one in two men and one in three women are getting cancer we need look no further.

The reality is that cancer is fundamentally a disease of civilization; especially the kind you find in the G8 countries. There are many geographic locations around the world where people who follow a traditional, natural lifestyle live to a ripe old age, entirely disease-free. You’ll find many of them in Dan Buettner’s book Blue Zones.
The clock is ticking, and if we do nothing, half our population will have cancer by 2020.

However, back in the ‘seventies, one scientist decided to do something about it. Professor Jerry McLaughlin of Purdue University decided to make it his life’s work to find a cure for cancer. Knowing that most plants have anti-cancer properties, he selected 3,500 of them for special attention. In the ‘nineties he had the proof he needed that Paw Paw stood head and shoulders above the rest.

We now have a Paw Paw Program for cancer that is enjoying a 100% success rate with everyone who has taken it on exactly as designed. It works because we have combined a cluster of supporting herbals around Paw Paw to make sure cancer doesn’t stand a chance.

This program flies in the face of the orthodox paradigm, which essentially insists that the tumour is the cancer. It is most emphatically not. To treat the tumour site is to treat the symptom. That’s where, alas, Angelina got the wrong advice. It is heart-wrenching to think she excised the anticipated tumour sites. Even if she did have a tumour it would have been illusory to cut it out, then declare her cancer-free.

Cancer has to be arrested where it really lives—in the lymphatic and circulatory system. To obliterate cancer we need to address five areas. Leave one of them out and we open the door to recurrence.

- Cancer is essentially an injury; we need to heal it.
- Cancer is an infection; we need to stem its tide.
- Cancer is an inflammation; we need to put out that fire.
- Cancer is elimination gone awry; we need to re-balance it.
- Cancer is circulation impeded by alien elements in the blood; we need to re-instate its flow.

I must establish the fact that my colleagues and I do not cure cancer, just as no doctor can cure cancer. What we do is provide you with the right tools so that your body can heal itself. The human body has a wisdom all its own. Given the right nutrients it knows exactly what to do.

We help you reverse cancer via a nutritional program. You will get a delicious diet combined with exactly the right herbals to address the five areas screaming for attention. We also offer coaching to address the issues that invariably emerge with a diagnosis that evokes mortality.

Cancer is not only a source of biological turmoil, as we are not just intelligent animals. Many issues come to the fore when the body reminds us every moment of the day that something isn’t quite right. A chronic dis-ease affects everyone: family, friends, colleagues, intergenerational relations. No one should face this alone. We provide the support you need through addressing spirit and body at the same time.

A diagnosis of cancer is, optimally, an opportunity for hope. Not the pie-in-the-sky kind, but the kind that is based on genuine science as well as a door to a vibrant future.

If you or anyone you care about would like to know how to deal with a cancer diagnosis without drugs, and hence without side effects, do listen to the mp3 on my website www.LifeCancerFree.com, then contact me.

Download the free report and watch Dr. Jerry McLaughlin elaborate on the properties of Paw Paw. It’s a million times stronger than Adriamycin, a drug used in chemo.

You are welcome to explore this further by e-mailing me at jj@LifeCancerFree.com or calling me at 604 276 8673.

Remember, faced with a diagnosis, you’ve got options.
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